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Matt Sterling Takes Home Second WSOP Circuit Gold 

Ring at Horseshoe Casino, Southern Indiana 

Matt Sterling tops 63 player field in $600 Pot-Limit Omaha  

Matt Sterling has come out on top of the 63 player field in Event #5: $600 Pot-Limit Omaha 
at Horseshoe Casino in Southern Indiana. He took home the first-place prize of $10,578, 50 
points towards the 2020 Global Casino Championship and his second World Series of Poker 
Circuit gold ring. 

Sterling came to the final table with 140,000 which was about middle of the pack. After a 

short while later the five remaining players bagged for the night and Sterling had almost 

doubled his stack since the final table had begun, bagging second in chips with 288,000.  

When Day 2 restarted Sterling was feeling confident, “I definitely felt like I had a decent 

chance to win, only five of us left and I had more than an average stack,” He said. 

A monster hand to help pad his chip-stack was when there was still five players remaining 

and he had gotten the chips in the middle preflop with aces vs aces and he sent Andy 

Wantye to the rail. 

Sterling is a real estate investor who not only likes to play poker, but enjoys playing and 

watching golf. “I am actually heading to Las Vegas tomorrow to watch a golf tournament, so 

I won’t be playing in any other events this series.” 

 

 



 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Matt Sterling 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:   Brownstown, IN 

Current Residence:   Brownstown, IN 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1
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